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The first seeds for this album were sown in October 1970. Everyone, my 
post Liverpool Scene band, was put out of business in a devastating 
instant when our long wheelbase Transit was side swiped in Basingstoke 
by a jack-knifing flatbed, killing Paul Scard, our 19-year-old roadie, and 
injuring Andy Rochford, his colleague.

The musicians in the band were all safely back in London when it 
happened. Earlier we had played at Southampton University, and I was 
sitting in drummer John Pearson’s kitchen in Bruton Place, having a cup 
of tea with John, Dave Richards and Paul, when Andy Rochford phoned up 
to ask if Paul could possibly return to Southampton to fetch him. His plans 
had gone wrong, and he was stranded overnight. Paul was immediately 
up for it - he and Andy had roadied for the Liverpool Scene in its waning 
months, and they were staunch friends.

I woke the next morning to find my Mum anxiously checking on me. The 
Daily Telegraph had reported the accident on its front page, and because 
my guitar case had been found in the wreckage with Liverpool Scene 
stencilled on it, I had become linked to the crash. Incidentally, that 
restored guitar is now owned by David Gilmour, but that’s another story.

The fallout was predictably awful. The band was finished. Written off 
vehicle, smashed equipment, amps, drums, Hammond organ, the end of 
the road. And Paul’s funeral on a grey day beside the A10, a rock ‘n’ roll 
casualty at 19.

I was 24, ready to pack it in, and head back to the Law. I didn’t want to be 
on the road ever again.

About a month later, sometime in December 1970, I got a phone call from 
Paul Samwell-Smith, with a question. He had heard from Mike McGear 
that I was off the road - would I be up for working with an artist he was 
producing, with a view to polishing the chords on his songs, as he was a 
singer, not a guitarist? I agreed to a meeting, and that’s how Iain Matthews 
and I first warily circled round each other in Hampstead. We discovered 
we had enough common ground to make a start (games of backgammon 
featured as well, I recall), and a short time later I was in Morgan Studios 
in Willesden, recording with Paul and Iain, on If You Saw Through My Eyes, 
Iain’s first solo album for Vertigo.

I was hardly a stranger to the recording process, but the intensely musical 
approach that Iain used was a revelation to me. Added to that was the list 
of players that he had access to; Keith Tippett and Sandy Denny on piano, 
Richard Thompson and Tim Renwick on guitar, Gerry Conway and Timi 
Donald on drums, Pat Donaldson on bass. These were awesomely good 
players and I was soaking up their influence like a sponge.

Morgan Studios had been started by well-known drummer Barry Morgan 
four years before, and was Samwell’s studio of choice. His principal client 
in those days was Cat Stevens, who was well on his way to being a global 
superstar. One day after a Matthews session I was taking my time packing 
up my guitars, when in strolled Alan Davies, who was Steve’s right hand 
man on acoustic (still is, as far as I know). Alan and I knew each other from 
way back, when we had both at various times played with Jeremy Taylor 
and Sydney Carter. I showed him the Kriwaczek String Organ I had with 
me (a unique stringed instrument, designed by a great friend of mine, of 
which I was at that time the sole exponent!), and then we began playing 
our acoustic guitars together, killing time for fun. Around that time Steve 
himself arrived and immediately joined in, and over the next few minutes 
we began routining the song How Can I Tell You from the album The Teaser 
And The Firecat. Very quickly the mics were set out and we began to 
record. The whole thing was down in very little time, and I then put on the 
Kriwaczek as a solo instrument. I was probably there for an hour longer 
than I would have been before I left. Some weeks later the album came 
out and there was the song as recorded that afternoon. But there was 
no credit mentioning my name, and I never received a penny! Not many 
people play on a massive global success and find themselves airbrushed 
out of the whole thing. Oh, well. Some years later Steve did invite me to 
reprieve the part on a concert at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, so my 
contribution wasn’t entirely forgotten!

The recordings with Iain stretched intermittently through the early part of 
1971, and became both his first solo album If You Saw Through My Eyes, 
and his second, Tigers Will Survive. In between times I was myself in the 
studio, recording what would become my second proper solo effort, Nina 
And The Dream Tree. Those sessions took place at Sound Techniques, 
which had been built in an old dairy, in Old Church Street, Chelsea. 
Liverpool Scene had recorded there towards the end of its existence, and 
it had become a favourite studio for Sandy Roberton, my manager and 
producer, who lived nearby. I was a proper session musician by that time - I 
also spent some time that year recording with Mike McCartney (McGear) at 
Strawberry Studios in Stockport, Cheshire, and later on I was to be with the 
last incarnation of the Bonzo Dog Band, when they became the very first 
band to record at the Manor Studio, at Richard Branson’s country house 
out in Oxfordshire.

If I thought it mattered I could probably reconstruct in detail the 
chronology of that whole year. My Mum kept my diary for me (as I was still 
living at home), and took the bookings as they came in. I couldn’t have 
done it, as I was constantly in the studio.

As we moved into the summer of ‘71, Iain’s first album was out in the UK, 
and scheduled for release on Mercury in the USA. His first thought, based 
on the line-up for his recordings earlier in the year, was to set up a band 
around himself composed of me and Richard Thompson on guitar, with 
David Richards on electric bass and Timi Donald on drums. We rehearsed a 
couple of times before Iain changed his mind, and settled on an acoustic 
trio, with just Richard and me. The proposed tour was a long one, taking in 
both coasts as well as New England, and a side trip up to Vancouver.

Plainsong rehearsal photographs by Harry Isles
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We rehearsed in New York (my recollection is of Vanguard Studios), and 
it was there we first met Bob Ronga, who was our designated driver and 
gofer. Before the first date we found out he could sing and play, and 
we hired a Fender bass for him to join us onstage. So that became the 
line-up for the tour; we opened at the Bitter End on Bleecker Street in 
Greenwich Village, supporting Dion, who was riding high after the success 
of Abraham, Martin and John. The week went well, and was followed by 
some New England dates, but the one I remember best is the Poison Apple 
in Detroit (18-21 August) because that was where I met Karen Goszkowski, 
who became the subject of 5 of the songs on Urban Cowboy. Karen worked 
as an air stewardess, was married, and utterly beautiful. More anon.

It’s fair to say that Iain was a more troubled soul then than now. It took him a 
while to adjust to the pressures of being the centre of attention. Richard and I 
had it easy by comparison. We shared a room in a lot of the hotels we stayed 
in, and all we had to do was show up on time; Iain was doing press and record 
company things all day, driven about by Bob. The first crack appeared in LA, 
where we were booked for a week at Doug Weston’s Troubadour, supporting 
Donny Hathaway. On opening night, the audience resembled the cast of 
Superfly - big fedoras, shades, white suits and trophy women, and 99.9% 
African American. Don’t get me wrong - I loved Donny’s big hit The Ghetto, 
but we were a folky, white acoustic trio and the mismatch was obvious. Doug 
Weston saw sense and cancelled us, with a re-booking to support Randy 
Newman a few weeks later.

We headed for Vancouver, in sombre mood. We were playing a club called 
Gassy Jack’s in Gastown - a very colourful locality in that beautiful city. 
I remember the room as being quite big, with bars on two levels, with 
the stage on a mezzanine facing them. There was a memorable, rowdy 
Friday night when the lumberjacks came to town, and by the next day Iain 
couldn’t stand it any more and we were cancelled again. Richard and I 
passed the week playing snooker in a pool hall down the street! Back in LA 
our second week at the Troubadour was a joy. Randy Newman, far less well 
known in those days, was brilliant and I watched every one of his sets that 
week, 12, I think!

Same as our first week in LA we found ourselves staying at Sandy Koufax’ 
Tropicana Motel. This was a marvellous, rundown fleapit of a place, 
and I loved it! For once, Richard and I had separate rooms. None of the 
air-conditioning worked and it was blistering hot, but it had a fabulous 
character to it. There was a coffee shop called Duke’s attached to the 
building, and one day we met Don Everly in there. Big hero! On another 
occasion, Richard and I were raving to the desk clerk about the 3 Stooges, 
who were on permanent rotation on TV at that time. He let slip that he was 
in a poker game with Moe that night, so we were duly introduced to the 
great Moe Howard, who still had his trademark pudding basin hair, though 
it was now grey. He told us that the Stooges didn’t receive a cent for the TV 
re-runs, but I still have absolute recall of that marvellous 10 minutes.

We had a nice social scene at the Club, and spent a lot of time hanging 
round a bunch of guys, newly finished as Linda Ronstadt’s backing band, 
who know Richard from his Fairport days. So I got to know Bernie Leadon, 
Glenn Frey and Don Henley. We all went to a rehearsal of theirs in a room 
next to a Mexican restaurant, and Glenn told us they had decided they 
would work together in a more permanent way, calling themselves The 
Eagles; David Geffen had given them a recording advance, and they were 
hoping to get Glyn Johns as a producer. It took months for them to land 
Glyn, but eventually they set up camp in Maida Vale and recorded their 
first album at Olympic Studio in Barnes. I sat in the control room with GJ for 
several days during those sessions.

With Iain’s tour over, we returned to the UK, and I had to apply myself to 
the next task, which was to promote Nina And The Dream Tree, newly 
released on Mooncrest. Sandy Roberton had arranged for me to tour as 
support to Steeleye Span, who had been revitalised by the recruitment of 
Martin Carthy and Pete Knight. Before that, though, I had an album launch 
to survive, supporting Procol Harum at the Queen Elizabeth Hall. For 
this I was joined by David Richards on bass, Roger Powell on drums, and 
Ian Whiteman on piano. It was a great line-up, and the band got a warm 
reception. My problem now was that David had been poached by Sandy 
Denny for her upcoming autumn tour. I wouldn’t be able to afford a band 
for all of the Steeleye dates, and I had hoped to do it as a duo with David. 
So a perfect solution was to invite Bob Ronga to join me - not as simple 
as all that, because we had to arrange a work permit for him. Fortunately 
Sandy Roberton got on the case and Bobby duly arrived. He stayed with 
my Mum and Dad, and we thoroughly enjoyed ourselves on the dates that 
followed.

Bobby, David and I began the recording project, later called Urban Cowboy, 
at Sound Techniques on 12th November 1971. I completed it at Olympic on 
11th March 1973! That is 16 months apart, at a time when an album would 
pretty much be completed in 2 - 3 weeks at the most. What happened? 
Well, somewhere towards the end of 1971 on one of the Steeleye dates, Iain 
came up with a tentative proposal - how about the four of us, Bob, David, 
Iain and myself, trying out as an acoustic four piece, vocal based and no 
drums? The test piece we decided on was Along Comes Mary, that had 
been a single for The Association in 1966. A very tricky bit of music, with 
plenty of scope for voices as well as guitars. We settled down to it one 
afternoon in Iain’s flat, and by the evening we were proudly showing our 
arrangement off to Sandy Roberton. It felt pretty good, I can tell you!

Out of those months in 1971 grew the green shoots of Plainsong, and now 
for Iain and I there has been the harvest of a musical relationship which 
has lasted for 42 years , and counting!

So we have reached the start of the Urban Cowboy sessions, which as I 
have indicated were put on hold for much of the Plainsong year of 1972. 
But the Plainsong personnel were hugely involved, and 2 of the eventual 
tracks were recorded as Plainsong tracks, so there isn’t much to separate 
the solo from the group efforts.

Here is a full track by track breakdown, dates and details as best I 
remember:

1. CHARLIE  
(trad arr. Roberts) Libra Music
Vocals, acoustic guitar, dulcimer – Andy, bass – David Richards,
drums – Timi Donald.
Recorded 19.04.72 : Sound Techniques, Chelsea
Vocals & guitar : Livingstone Studios, Barnet

I bought my dulcimer during Iain’s US tour in 1971. I met a guy called Carmy, 
from the Santa Monica Dulcimer Works, one night at the Troubadour. I was 
a bit the worse for wear, and the next morning I woke up $90 poorer with 
a dulcimer by the bed in the Tropicana! I have never owned another one, 
and it is a constant companion. I got to play it on Richard Thompson’s first 
solo album, Henry The Human Fly. Charlie was on an album Iain lent me, 
by a folk singer called Howie Mitchell. I fell for the song, and played it with 
Plainsong, as well as on my own.

2. BIG CITY TENSION 
(Roberts) Libra Music
Vocals, electric guitars – Andy, bass – Bob Ronga, harmonium – David 
Richards, drums – Timi Donald.
Recorded 14.11.71 : Sound Techniques

This song was written soon after returning from the US tour. I can’t think 
that any of it was as bad as the picture this paints, but I was trying to 
juxtapose images of disfunction and decay with the pull I was feeling to 
Karen Goszkowski. We spoke by phone a lot after I got back to the UK. I 
was trying to persuade her (fruitlessly) to come and visit me at home. It 
never happened. Some things are meant to be (or not, in this case).

3. NEW KARENSKI  
(Roberts) Libra Music
Lead vocal, acoustic guitar, electric guitars, Kriwaczek string organ – 
Andy, acoustic guitar – Bob Ronga, bass – David Richards, drums – Timi 
Donald, back-up vocals – David & Bob.
Recorded 19.04.72 : Sound Techniques
String organ, electric guitars & vocals : Livingstone

Back to Karen again. She came out to LA to visit – easy enough if you are 
cabin crew, and can get free flights! I was truly smitten, and I didn’t place 
as much weight as I should have on her need to repair her marriage. Again, 
I wrote this after I got back to the UK, not knowing I would never see her 
again. Got a good clutch of songs, though. And I like the winding playout 
on the Kriwaczek, which I was still trying to master.

4. URBAN COWBOY 
(Roberts) Libra Music
Vocal, acoustic guitars – Andy, bass – David Richards, drums – Timi 
Donald, pedal steel guitar – B.J. Cole, back-up vocals – David & Iain 
Matthews.
Recorded 07.12.72 : Sound Techniques

Karen again, folks! “…..make up your mind and take that plane…” – I 
couldn’t say it plainer than that. Mind you, I knew it wasn’t going to happen 
a long time before I recorded this – I was only 6 months away from getting 
married for the first time and spawning The Great Stampede, my final solo 
album of the 70s, before I sidelined into theatre and TV. I was pleased with 
the way the Western movie references crept up in the last verse and took 
over the imagery of the song. This was recorded as a Plainsong track, for 
an album that never saw a release at the time, because the band had self-
destructed. Iain used some Plainsong tracks, too, on his first Stateside 
effort. Great steel work from the wonderful B.J. Cole. And may I point out 
that the title was my invention, 8 years before they put out the film of the 
same name from Hollywood. As far as I’m concerned they nicked my idea!

5. ELAINE  
(Jim Hall) Alimony Music
Vocals, acoustic guitars, electric guitars, slide dulcimer – Andy, acoustic 
guitar – Bob Ronga, bass – David Richards, drums – Timi Donald, 
saxophones – Dick Parry, lead electric guitar – Richard Thompson.
Recorded 12.11.72 : Sound Techniques

This is the only non-original song on the album. I heard it on a record by 
Jerry Riopelle, which I brought back from the US tour. I was attracted by 
the abject bitterness of the lyric. Some interesting guests – Dick Parry 
later made his name playing on Pink Floyd’s Dark Side Of The Moon, and 
Richard played the electric guitar lead out. We had finished the basic 
track, and I went to the pub over the road for a break, and found Richard 
there, fairly well in his cups, as I recall. You must realise this was before he 
became a Muslim! I persuaded him to join us, and he wailed away on my 
guitar before stumbling out again. I probably never paid him for it. Those 
were the days – the last time I got him into a studio I had to pay him triple 
scale! Mind you, it was Walt Disney’s money.
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6. HOME AT LAST  
(Roberts) Burdock River Music
The Grimms Band. Vocals, acoustic guitars, electric guitars – Andy, electric 
guitar – Neil Innes, piano – John Megginson, bass – David Richards, drums 
– Mike Kellie.
Recorded 11.03.73 : Olympic Studios, Barnes
Vocals : Sound Techniques

After the collapse of Plainsong, Sandy Roberton quickly thrashed out a 
solo deal for me with Elektra, UK. The first release of the 2 record contract 
comprised all the tracks we had completed over the previous year and a bit, 
but there wasn’t enough material to fill a good value LP. At the time I was 
working with Grimms, so it made sense to go into the studio with a section 
from that band, to record one last track. On the tape box this song is called 
Same Tune, Three Times. That is a literal description of it, but I think its current 
title is more forgiving. Neil Innes was from the Bonzo Dog Band, of course, 
Johnny Meggo had taken over the music direction of the Scaffold from me 6 
years before, and the superb Mike Kellie had played with Spooky Tooth, and 
later on with The Only Ones. Kellie also toured briefly with a reformed Liverpool 
Scene in 1974.

7. ALL AROUND MY GRANDMOTHER’S FLOOR 
(Evans, Roberts) Cloud Cuckoo Songs
Vocal, acoustic guitars, dulcimer – Andy, bass, electric piano – David 
Richards, back-up vocals – David & Iain Matthews
Recorded 19.12.72 : Sound Techniques

This is the oldest original song on the album. Mike Evans wrote the lyric as a 
poem, and I set it to music back when we were in Liverpool Scene together. 
Mike was absent, playing Germany with the Clayton Squares for much of my 
early time in Liverpool, but he was a huge contributor to the Wednesday poetry 
events, upstairs in O’Connor’s Tavern, having been another of Adrian’s 
disciples long before me! Mike plays sax and continues to write on music, 
though he is no longer with Deaf School. Liverpool Scene recorded the song for 
a John Peel session on 19.01.69, apparently, so we must have been featuring 
it pretty early on. I revived it nearly 4 years later for the unreleased second 
Plainsong album, and I think the three of us did a good job with it.

8. RICHMOND 
(Roberts) Cloud Cuckoo Songs
Vocal, acoustic guitar – Andy, electric piano – David Richards, bass – Bob 
Ronga, drums – Timi Donald
Recorded 12.11.71 : Sound Techniques

I started going to Arthur Chisnell’s rhythm and blues nights in the old 
Eel Pie Hotel in 1963. I thought the Island was the centre of the musical 
universe. In late 1964, after leaving school, I moved to one room in St 
Margaret’s nearby, shared with John Stafford-Clark, who was the drummer 
in my band at the time, the Blues En Noir. My time in Richmond and 
Twickenham in the summers of 1964-5 was wonderful. We played and 
drank, and went to gigs, and fell in love. I went out with Charlotte Waters 
just before I left; she was 14 at the time, and when I saw her again 5 years 
later I was inspired to write this song. I don’t know if she ever heard it, and 
if she did, whether she knew it was for her. I saw Jesse Fuller, Mae Mercer 
and Champion Jack Dupree at the Eel Pie Club. I raved to the music of 
John Mayall, Graham Bond , Long John Baldry and the Artwoods, but my 
absolute idols were the Tridents, with the best damn guitar player on the 
planet – Jeff Beck. Their version of Bo Diddley’s Nursery Rhyme lasted 10 
glorious minutes and was unbelievable, then and now. When Jeff joined 
the Yardbirds it was a body blow. Ron Wood used to stand in the front row, 
too, watching his brother Art, dreaming of being onstage. Wonder what 
happened to Ron?

9. BABY, BABY  
(Roberts) Libra Music
Vocal, acoustic guitars, dulcimer – Andy, bass – David Richards, bass – 
Bob Ronga, drums – Timi Donald, banjo – Martin Carthy, back-up vocals 
– Gillian Noel, Karene Wallace, Paul Kent, Zoot Money
Recorded 12.11 71 : Sound Techniques

When I toured with Steeleye Span Martin Carthy showed me a tuning he 
was using at the time. I used it for this song, and Home At Last. When I got 
to the studio Martin was just packing up after a session for his solo album, 
Shearwater. I played him this song, he showed me his newly learnt banjo 
frailing, and I persuaded him to join in. It is another Karen song, of course 
– a shriek from the heart. Maybe it was this one that scared her off! I don’t 
recall how we ended up with the choir at the end, but I have always said 
that Zoot Money is an utter genius. I’m proud to have them all on the track.

10.  
POISON APPLE LADY (Roberts) Libra Music
Vocals, acoustic guitar, dulcimer – Andy, acoustic guitar – Bob Ronga, 
bass – David Richards, drums – Timi Donald, tambourine – Gerry Conway
Recorded 12.11.71 : Sound Techniques

The true history of the first night I met Karen. The song describes it 
exactly. The only wrinkle was her being married already, but that’s history 
now. A magical memory, is all. On this and all the tracks I was blessed 
with fantastic friends and musicians. I would have had either one of Timi 
or Gerry play drums on every track; David and Bob were both rock solid, 
mainstays of the album. The guest musicians were all brilliant.

Finally, the tracks were engineered and mixed at Sound Techniques by 
the great JERRY BOYS. The album was produced by SANDY ROBERTON, 
who remains a fantastic friend, and a huge support in my working life. The 
cover was designed and executed by TONY WHITE, whom I met through Neil 
Innes. Tony understood exactly what I was after.

I use and strongly recommend John Pearse Strings and products. My 
thanks go to Mary Faith Rhoads-Lewis for her unstinting generosity and 
long-time friendship.

I also give my thanks to Seymour Duncan and D-Tar (Duncan Turner 
Acoustic Research) for their excellent electric and acoustic instrument 
pickups.

I am utterly indebted to my friend and webmaster, Paul Cary, who has 
single handedly kept me current, and whom I can never repay enough, 
www.andyrobertsmusic.com.

DAVID SUFF has overseen this whole project and tolerated my flakiness 
without once attacking me. I can only thank him for his help, expertise and 
unerring good taste. I am not worthy.

In conclusion, none of this re-release could have happened without the 
love and understanding of SALLY KENNEDY.
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